9. Transportation Cost Implications

This chapter explores some implications of transportation economic evaluation with regard to optimal pricing, economic efficiency, land use, stakeholder perspectives, and travel patterns.
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9.2 Economic Efficiency Impacts

A basic tenet of market theory is that economic efficiency is maximized when prices (perceived variable internal costs) reflect marginal costs, as described in Chapter 3. Mispricing prevents users from efficiently incorporating costs into their consumption decisions.

“Price is the mechanism by which scarce resources are allocated efficiently between competing uses. For consumers, price encourages a purchase if the benefits of making the purchase exceed the benefits of alternatives. For producers, prices provide incentives for resources to move to those uses which people value most highly by informing firms how to produce, which products to produce, when and where to sell the products, and when, where and how to invest.”

Cost estimates in this study indicate that motor vehicle use is significantly underpriced. External costs range from 31% to 42% of total costs, as shown in Table 9.2-1. User costs (both market and non-market) would need to increase 58% to 69% to incorporate all costs. Other studies described in Chapter 2 reach similar conclusions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Total Costs per veh. Mile</th>
<th>Internal Costs per mile</th>
<th>% of Total</th>
<th>External Costs per mile</th>
<th>% of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urban Peak</td>
<td>$1.64</td>
<td>$0.95</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>$0.68</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Off-Peak</td>
<td>$1.18</td>
<td>$0.76</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>$0.44</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>$0.94</td>
<td>$0.67</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>$0.27</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Average</td>
<td>$1.18</td>
<td>$0.76</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>$0.42</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On average, about one-third of the costs of driving are external.

---

With the underpricing of private motor vehicle travel external costs are not eliminated, they simply show up elsewhere in the economy; for example as higher prices for commercial goods (for parking costs), increased local taxes (for road services), higher health care costs (from automobile crashes), illnesses (from pollution and inactivity), and lower residential property values (from urban traffic). Another effect of underpriced driving is that non-automotive travel choices decline. Walking, bicycling, transit, and rail transport receive little capital investment, land use patterns and social habits develop which conflict with these travel options, and they are stigmatized.

The majority of automobile costs are either external or fixed, and therefore unrelated to the amount a vehicle is driven. These are forms of underpricing. External costs range from 73% to 113% of user marginal costs (vehicle operating costs plus, user time and accident risk), and 186% to 323% of vehicle operating costs. For each dollar users spent operating a vehicle they incur an average of $2.55 worth of external costs related to congestion, crashes, parking and environmental degradation.

Although underpricing driving may appear to benefit users (and indeed benefits many individuals in the short term), mispricing reduces overall economic efficiency. Underpriced automobile use increases purchases of transport over other consumer goods, and driving over other travel modes. As Johnson states, “When a good as central to American life as the automobile remains underpriced for several decades, that good tends to be used more than it otherwise would be. Habits become ingrained and are hard to break. They are reinforced by the present urban infrastructure designed to exploit the full possibilities of private mobility.” Low prices force other constraints, such as congestion, pollution, and resource depletion to limit growth. Underpricing makes these problems unavoidable. Under such circumstances, increasing road capacity is not only ineffective at reducing congestion, it may be counterproductive.

Consumers pay fixed and external costs no matter how much or little they drive, which reduces the incentive to limit driving to trips with positive net value. Put another way, automobile owners receive only a small portion of the savings produced when they driving less. Shifting costs from being external or fixed to being internal and variable increases user choice. At worst consumers would simply shift the money saved in reduced fixed expenses to cover their higher variable expenses, resulting in no overall change in travel or cost. But they can achieve savings that are not currently possible by foregoing low value trips or shifting to more efficient modes. The driving that is eliminated represents existing travel with negative net benefit. Efficient pricing makes consumers better off and improves transportation system efficiency.

---

The total inefficiency and harm of these market distortions is far greater than most analyses indicate because their impacts are cumulative and synergistic (total impacts are greater than the sum of individual impacts). For example, underpriced parking not only increases parking costs, by increasing total vehicle ownership and use it also increases traffic congestion, accidents, pollution emissions and sprawl compared with what would occur with efficient pricing, while underpricing road use, by increasing vehicle trips, increases parking costs. Underpricing increases automobile dependency and reduces travel options, which is unfair to non-drivers and reduces transport system efficiency. Underpricing encourages automobile use for trips when alternatives are more efficient overall. Put differently, correcting pricing distortions provides multiple benefits.

Because transport costs are diverse, no single mechanism can capture all externalities. *The Economist* argues, “Cars must be made expensive to use rather than own, whether through taxation, road-pricing or parking fees.” Increased fuel taxes are often recommended to internalize automobile costs, but this provides only modest incentive to reduce congestion, parking costs, and some environmental impacts. Others emphasize peak period road pricing, which reduces congestion but not other externalities such as pollution or parking subsidies. Efficient pricing requires several types of fees: weight-distance fees, fuel taxes, congestion pricing, smog fees, parking charges, marginalized insurance, and higher fines for traffic violators.

Transaction costs can make optimal pricing inefficient, which could justify continued underpricing. Current parking charges and traditional road tolls require users to deliver money in the correct form, and impose administration costs. People may prefer to avoid transaction costs by paying lump sums or bundling transportation fees with other charges. New technologies can significantly reduce these transaction costs, lowering the threshold under which marginal pricing is justified. Although transaction costs prevent society from ever achieving pricing that perfectly reflects costs, this is not a barrier to significant progress in marginalizing transport costs.

Many costs associated with increasing transportation prices, such as unemployment and reduced profits in motor vehicle dependent industries are transition costs which decrease over a few years and eventually disappear. Transition costs are economic inefficiencies that result when durable factors such as location, equipment and training don’t match current markets. Transition costs can be minimized by good planning and gradual implementation of changes. For example, the British government’s plan to increase fuel taxes 5% annually above inflation for a decade to internalize environmental costs is expected to have minimal transition costs because it is so predictable and gradual.

---

7 Anthony Downs (1992), *Stuck In Traffic*, Brookings Institute ([www.brookings.edu](http://www.brookings.edu)).
9.3 Economic Development Implications of Underpricing

Economic Development refers to progress toward a community’s economic goals, including increased productivity, employment, competitiveness, property values, business activity, investment and tax revenues, as summarized below.

Transport is a major component of economic activity. In 2005, transportation-related demand accounted for over 10.3 percent of U.S. Gross Domestic Product (GDP), represented about 10% of total employment, and represented about 18% of household expenditures. As a result, there is a popular assumption that motor vehicle travel is economically beneficial, and constraints on driving (such as increased prices for fuel, road use and parking) are economically harmful. Increased transport prices are claimed to have a “multiplier effect” that raises overall costs and reduces productivity.

However, these arguments misrepresent transportation costing impacts. Increasing transportation system efficiency and reducing total transport costs can increase economic productivity, but shifting costs and reducing transportation system efficiency tends to be economically harmful. For example, businesses benefit if their shipping or parking costs decline, but are worse off if underpricing of roads and parking facilities leads to traffic congestion and increases parking demand, increasing their total costs.

Although the U.S. produces some motor vehicles and fuel, expenditures on these goods provide relatively little economic benefit because they are capital intensive and mostly imported. Even locally assembled vehicles are built from components largely imported from other regions. There is no evidence that policies which stimulate domestic vehicle and fuel expenditures stimulate economic development overall. A consumer dollar spent on automobiles means one less dollar for housing, food, entertainment, education, or investment. Consumer expenditures on fuel are particularly harmful to the economy, as discussed in Chapter 5.12. For example, a Texas case study found that automobile expenditures provide far fewer jobs than expenditures on general consumer goods or public transportation, as summarized in Table 9.3.1.

Table 9.3-1 Regional Economic Impacts Of $1 Million Expenditure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expenditure Category</th>
<th>Regional Income</th>
<th>Regional Jobs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automobile Expenditures</td>
<td>$307,000</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-automotive Consumer Expenditures</td>
<td>$526,000</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit Expenditures</td>
<td>$1,200,000</td>
<td>62.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows economic impacts of consumer expenditures in Texas.

---

Similarly, shifting expenditures from petroleum and automobiles substantially increases employment in British Columbia, as indicated in Table 9.3-2. Even in Germany, a major vehicle exporter, a less automobile-oriented transportation system would provide a net increase in national employment. This indicates that policies which reduce consumer expenditures on motor vehicles and fuel tend to increase employment and business activity, particularly in regions that import petroleum.

### Table 9.3-2 Jobs Created in British Columbia by Transportation Expenditures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$1 Million Expenditure</th>
<th>Full Time Jobs Created</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Automobile Expenses</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Transit</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows economic impacts of transportation expenditures in British Columbia.

---

**The Effects of Underpricing: Two Industry Example**

Consider an economy with two industries: Heavy and Light. Transport is a relatively large portion of Heavy’s production costs, and a small portion of Light’s.

1. These industries initially face a transport price structure which underprices shipping by funding roadways through general taxes. Since both industries pay the same tax, Light is effectively subsidizing Heavy.

   Score: Heavy + Light - Economic Efficiency -

2. A $0.10 per mile road use fee is implemented to replace the property tax, called FairPrice. Heavy industry pays more taxes while Light pays less.

   Score: Heavy - Light + Economic Efficiency +

3. At worst, Heavy pays the full road charge. But, Heavy may change practices to reduce costs such as by moving more goods by rail, so its net cost increase is minimal.

   Score: Heavy = Light + Economic Efficiency ++

4. FairPrice also reduces traffic congestion and accidents. Assume that Heavy industry’s shipping time is reduced by 1/2 hour for every 100 miles of trucking and its trucks cost $50 per hour to operate, this means the $10 per hundred mile road user charge saves $25 in operating expenses, for an overall saving to Heavy.

   Score: Heavy + Light + Economic Efficiency +++

Although this example is simplistic, it emphasizes two important points:

1. Underpricing transfers rather than eliminates costs.
2. Full cost pricing provides incentives for business to use resources more efficiently, which provides long term economic benefits, especially to transportation dependent industries.

---

14 B.C. Input/Output Table, British Columbia Treasury Board, 1996
Table 9.3-1 identifies the types of companies that are likely to be better or worse off from underpricing. Only if “Better Off” firms provide more profit or employment than those in “Worse Off” might underpricing provide overall economic benefit.

**Table 9.3-1 Commercial Impacts of Motor Vehicle Use Underpricing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Better Off</th>
<th>Worse Off</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motor vehicle production, sales and service.</td>
<td>Alternative forms of transportation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk commodities.</td>
<td>High-value products.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-value manufacturing.</td>
<td>Communications and information industries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imports.</td>
<td>Domestic and local production.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolated companies.</td>
<td>Centrally located companies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolated retail and recreation.</td>
<td>Local oriented retail and recreation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Underpricing benefits some companies and harms others. Overall, reducing underpricing should benefit more companies than it harms due to increased economic efficiency.

Although a certain amount of motor vehicle travel is efficient and economically beneficial, beyond this optimal, increased driving is economically harmful. A World Bank study indicates that automobile dependency reduces regional economic development. The researchers conclude that, “there are no obvious gains in economic efficiency from developing car dependence in cities,” and, “There are on the other hand significant losses in external costs due to car dependence...” They find that beyond a certain point (about 7,500 kilometers of per capita annual motor vehicle travel), increased driving impose economic costs that outweigh marginal economic benefits. They suggest that expenditures on motor vehicles and their facilities divert large amounts of private and public capital from alternative uses that are more economically productive. This study finds that the portion of income devoted to commuting is highest in automobile dependent cities, and that transit service efficiency is lowest and vehicle accident rates per capita are highest in automobile dependent cities.

Long-term negative economic effects of transport price increases are relatively small, and appear to be declining in most industrial sectors. Freight transport has decreased as a percentage of GNP, industrial production, and national employment due to increased efficiency and more high-value, low-bulk products. Transport accounts for only about 5-6% of most manufactured product prices. North American fuel prices and user fees are among the lowest among developed nations as shown in Figure 9.3-1. Increasing fuel taxes to internalize externalities and reduce demand, with revenues used to replace other taxes, could have would have overall positive economic and employment impacts.

---


The US, Canada and Australia have low fuel taxes compared to most European countries.

A U.S. federal study states, “...if a gasoline tax were coupled with an equal-revenue increase in investment tax credits, short-run macroeconomic losses resulting from motor fuel tax increases could be more than offset by the short-run macroeconomic gains”.\(^ {19}\)

Because fuel is a small portion of total industrial costs Kågeson concludes that, “The effects from internalizing the social costs of transport on the ability of European industry to compete on the world market will be almost negligible. The total impact will amount to less than 0.5% of the annual turnover of most industries.”\(^ {20}\)

Automobile underpricing may have been justified when the automobile industry was first developing, since vehicle and road production experienced economies of scale.\(^ {21}\) This unique historical event does not apply to mature markets. Vehicle use now experiences diseconomies of scale now due to increasing congestion, crash risk and other externalities. Each driver benefits if others drive less, reducing conflicts over road and parking space. There are probably few, if any, further economies of scale in automobile, petroleum and roadway industries.

---


A review of economic impact research concludes that transportation improvements may provide negative as well as positive economic impacts in a community. Most highway improvements in developed countries provide only marginal productivity benefits. Nijkamp and Blaas argue that transport facility investments only contribute to development if other conditions are ripe and transport costs are a significant economic constraint. Kessides concludes that infrastructure investments can provide high returns in developing countries but only normal returns in North America and Western Europe. Public transit expenditures provide twice the rate of return in productivity as highway expenditures, indicating that increased transport diversity and efficiency provide greater macroeconomic benefits than overall increases in motor vehicle use.

Piet Rietveld calls economic arguments for transport subsidies “scientific mythification.” He states that “…the direct contribution of infrastructure improvement to a reduction in transport costs is in general small in industrialized countries.” Harry Dimitriou argues that inter-community transport improvements support economic development, but intra-community transport improvements (such as urban roadway widening) provide little economic benefit in developed regions.

Some macroeconomic research suggests that transportation infrastructure investments may have high economic returns. However, this does not prove that increased driving provides economic benefits. Rather, it implies that increased transport efficiency provides benefits. Public transit expenditures provide twice the return on investment as highway improvements, indicating that it is the general benefits of mobility or accessibility rather than the specific benefits of driving that provides economic benefits.

---


9.4 Land Use Impacts of Underpricing

Transportation has direct and indirect impacts on land values and use. Overinvestment in transportation facilities and underpricing of vehicle use increases the amount of land used for transportation and encourages low-density, urban fringe development. If highways improve access between urban and rural areas, rural property values increase as urban home buyers compete with other rural land uses. This profits current rural land owners if they are willing to sell to developers and allows individuals to purchase more land, privacy, and private environmental amenities than otherwise possible. It also allows exurban residents to compete for urban jobs, and access urban services, benefiting exurban residents. At one time this was considered unquestionably good for society.

Webber states,

“Today [1985] people are moving into outlying areas because technological improvements in transportation and communications have reduced the real cost of traveling and communicating...current transportation and communication systems are generating new forms of urbanization that are highly efficient, yet spread over thousands of square miles. I suggest that this calls for celebration, not commiseration. It promises unprecedentedly amiable living and working arrangements in pleasant surroundings and increasingly intimate contact with friends and associates, many of whom may be located miles away. When combined with high automobility, the exurbs promise spacious residential sites, temporal proximity to numerous employment sites, and relatively easy access to recreational resources and culturally rich activities.”

Webber is only half correct. While increased driving allows individuals access to land that is less impacted by urban problems, it expands the range and scale of the impacts that individuals are trying to avoid, which call into question his claim of “efficiency.” Competition for exurban locations creates a self-perpetuating cycle of increased costs since increased motor vehicle traffic degrades the urban environment, thereby increasing urban sprawl and automobile use.

The amount of time people spend on transport varies little, regardless of travel mode or speed. One geographer writes, “Those who use technology to travel at greater speeds still have to make the same amount of contacts--still work, eat, sleep and play in the same

proportions as always. They simply do these further apart from each other.” As a result, it is possible that little net benefit is derived from a substantial increase in driving.

As discussed in Chapter 5.14, urban sprawl has significant environmental and social costs, including environmental and aesthetic degradation, reduced community cohesion, increased municipal service costs, and reduced mobility for non-drivers. Sprawled land use tends to be highly automobile dependent, increasing per capita driving and external costs. Many urban planners now argue that land uses have become unnecessarily separated. Lee concludes that an efficient transportation/land use system based on full-cost pricing would increase economic efficiency, reduce total transport expenses, reduce subsidies and tax burdens on non-users, improve urban environmental quality, reduce urban sprawl, and increase the use of efficient travel modes.

9.5 Stakeholder Perspectives of Transportation Underpricing

From society’s perspective, all costs and benefits must be considered in each decision, but the perspective of individual decision makers is often more limited. People tend to have different, often conflicting perspectives of transport costs and benefits, depending on their role (Table 9.5-1). These differing perspectives and definitions create conflicts over goals, objectives and strategies, and can result in economically inefficient decisions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perspective</th>
<th>Costs</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Society</td>
<td>All costs</td>
<td>All benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver</td>
<td>Time, vehicle costs, risk</td>
<td>Mileage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Driver</td>
<td>Time, fares, discomfort, risk</td>
<td>Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politician</td>
<td>Political jurisdiction costs</td>
<td>Political jurisdiction benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highway Planner</td>
<td>Roadway and drivers’ costs</td>
<td>Vehicle mileage, road capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Planner</td>
<td>Facility costs, traffic impacts</td>
<td>Mobility/Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Planner</td>
<td>Fuel consumption</td>
<td>Mobility/Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmentalist</td>
<td>Environmental impacts</td>
<td>Mobility/Access</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Definitions of transport costs and benefits varies depending on stakeholder’s perspective.

Another way to view the conflicts in transportation decision making is to consider the perceived relationships between average costs and quantity of driving from three perspectives: of users (who decide how much to travel), transportation professionals (who plan transport facilities) and society (which bears environmental and social costs and provides facility funding). These relationships are illustrated below in Figure 9.5-1.

Since most motor vehicle costs are fixed, marginal costs decline with increased annual mileage, giving vehicle owners an incentive to maximize driving. Facility development has a downward sloping cost curve (economies of scale) when traffic is low, since increased driving allows costs to be divided among more miles of use, but once the system is congested average costs increase. Environmental, and social costs of driving are minimal when use is low, but slope upward.

Individuals face incentives to maximize driving, “to get their money’s worth” from large fixed vehicle costs. The transport agency’s U-shaped average cost curve implies economies of scale when roadway development is a goal. Only after congestion becomes a problem do transport agencies perceive benefits from reducing traffic demand, and even then they frequently experience incentives to encourage driving, such as fuel taxes dedicated to road building. The upward sloping cost curves associated with other social and environmental costs means that society benefits from reduced driving. As a result of these different price signals the perspectives of individual drivers and automobile oriented transport planners conflict with society in general, and transport professionals who take a broader view of transport costs and choices.

The emphasis on increasing automobile capacity, rather than accessibility and other community goals is ingrained in transport planning and financing. The existence of dedicated roadway agencies and funding skews planning decisions toward roadway development. As described by Harry Dimitriou, “…the conventional bias in traditional [planning] methodologies with their concern for transport systems efficiency above all else, exists because those most intimately involved in such approaches are well equipped with tools and techniques to design and plan ‘operational efficient’ networks, whereas the equivalent expertise in the planning and management of more ‘developmentally effective’ transport systems is much less advanced.”

---

9.6 Implications of Underpricing to Consumers

You may be wondering, “What does this mean to me?” Underpriced driving is an economic transfer that allows some households to own more cars, travel more and live in more suburban locations than if prices were higher. But this additional consumption of mobility may provide little net consumer benefit. Underpricing imposes costs that show up elsewhere in household budgets, such as higher consumer prices to pay for “free” parking, higher taxes to pay for roads and traffic services, and increased health costs. At one time underpricing may have provided external benefits due to economies of scale in roadway and industrial development, but there is no evidence that such benefits still exist.

Automobile advocates often claim that underpricing increases personal choices and freedom, as discussed in Chapter 8. The truth is just the opposite. Individuals have no choice but to bear the financial, crash risk and environmental costs of automobile use. Non-drivers have fewer mobility choices. Negative effects of underpriced driving include:

- **Increased overall transport costs.** Low marginal prices for driving encourage individuals to spend more on driving, leaving less funding for other goods.

- **Reduced transportation diversity.** Fewer people use alternative modes, so they receive less investment than they otherwise would.

- **More externalities.** Pollution, congestion, and motor vehicle accidents are surely greater than they would be if user costs were higher.

- **Increased land devoted to roads and parking facilities.** This means less land available for other uses, higher taxes, or reductions in other government services, and higher consumer costs to pay for “free” parking.

- **Automobile oriented land use, economic and social patterns.** Increased centralization and scale of services and activities, and less emphasis on neighborhood activities, services and relationships. The use and usefulness of streets for non-driving purposes, including walking, playing and other socializing has declined.

How these affect any specific individual depends on many factors including driving ability and automobile ownership, income, residence and job location, and future goals. The impacts of transport underpricing are also affected by how much an individual values environmental protection and social equity, and how much they value nonmotorized transport and community interaction. The benefits of underpriced driving are skewed toward people who drive the most, including those who are relatively wealthy, exurban and rural drivers, and long distance commuters. Children and teenagers, the elderly, the very poor and the handicapped tend to use automobiles relatively little and therefore receive the least benefits of underpricing and suffer significant disbenefits. The effects of price increases depend on how new prices are structured, how quickly and predictably changes occur, whether alternative modes are improved, and how revenues are distributed.
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